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"In our course of study, we read 
works that grapple with the nature 
of justice, from ancient Greek texts 

to our country's founding docu
ments and pivotal Supreme Court 
cases. With our inquiries into jus
tice, we cannot be idle in the face 
of evident injustice towards the 
800,000 DACA recipients whose 

fates are currently in limbo." 

- Concerned Students of St. John's 
College 
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Founded in 1980, the Gadfly is the student 
newsmagazine distributed to over 600 stu
dents, faculty, and staff of the Annapolis 
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Opinions expressed within are the sole 
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From the Editors: 
There have been some 

exciting changes here at the Gadfly! Most 
of them do not impact anyone other 
than the staff, but as to what is relevant 
to our readers, well. . . We now have a 
Twitter account. Slide into our DMs and 
give us your 140 micro-stories about St. 
John's! We'll be posting excerpts from 
our articles as well as Buzzfeed-esque 
Johnnie-based entertainment. 

-The Gadfly 
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Rose's Rager 2: 

The Return of the Rage 
Rose Pelham 

The difference between a competently executed and un-innovative party, and 
an incompetently executed and un-innovative party, is that the first is deliberately banal 
but pretending not to be, whereas the second is at least interesting, if for all the wrong 
reasons. The new Achilles' Rager is very much the former, as opposed to the latter, which 
is both a mercy to the partygoer and a scourge to the writer. 

Maybe it was a consequence of not being a freshman, or perhaps Reality, fearing 
last year's disastrous hubris, chose to understate the event; in any case, the Rager arrived 
this year seemingly without hype. Somehow, everyone knew it was happening, when (if 
not where), and attended accordingly inebriated. As a result, the party had less the feel 
of a coming apocalypse and more that of a semi-fun annual excuse for showing up to a 
Monday hell day half prepared and half hung-over--never mind the fact that the party 
was on a Saturday and not a Sunday night. In other words, it sounded like a culturally ac
ceptable distraction from the work of harvesting one's soul for sacrifice to the fickle gods 
of academia. That was as good of an excuse to be there as any. 

My Rager began much as it did last year, albeit, without the bodily terror of 
outing myself to people I had only just met. I almost missed that part. Given the choice 
between horror and semi-boredom, the former is by far the more enjoyable. Even when 
your state of neigh-panic is utterly out of touch with the present situation, its gradual 
abating makes you appreciate the lack of bad things more. Arguably, it is this absence of 
fear that makes the Achilles Rager so insipid. Without it, we realize that the Rager is just 
another dance party, which is something one might expect St. John's College to generally 
avoid, given that the average Johnnies' lungs probably resemble something out of a CDC 
anti-smoking ad inspired nightmare. Dancing, one would think, might therefore be hard. 
And yet, the smokers among us must be made of tougher stuff than steel, seeing as they 
continue to engage in plenty of physical activities in spite of their self-destructive habits. 
But I digress. 

At around eight o'clock on the evening of the party, I went down to the Patroclus 
Pre-game in the Spector media room. By some irony, the event was completely--and de
liberately--dry. It was not as though it had been advertised differently, only that its name 
would seem to imply otherwise. After all, pre-gaming, more often than not, implies a 
certain kind of ritualized binge drinking prior to a party. And yet apparently that was not 
the intention here, the emphasis being on Patroclus and his gayness, not the "Pre-game;' 
which was an afterthought. But as it was the first event upon the LGBTQIA + calendar, 
and functioning as a census of our numbers among the new freshmen, one felt a certain 
necessity in its sober attendance. It was a chance to bring new blood into the Queer 
Agenda and therefore not to be passed up. After all, what better chance would we have to 
determine if we had the numbers to take over the college this year? 

The pre-game lasted until 9:30, when one of the various Christian clubs was set 
to hold its alternative party in the same space. This mandated that we clean up the orgy 
pits and remove the satanic effigies early. The way matters are today, one can never expect 
the uninitiated to appreciate such things properly. So we packed up quickly, lest we fail to 
be thorough, leave some nihilism-inspiring artifact behind, and unintentionally do to our 
more religious peers what the crew of the Enterprise did to Hue and the Borg. Then we 
were off to the party, and I remembered why I so seldom stand outside in public gather
ing places on this campus. 

The Achilles Rager was dedicated to the one true drug of St. John's College, 
which is not religion, or even alcohol, but tobacco, the most odiferous of herbs. It began 
with the students talking outside of F.S.K., waiting for the freshmen to be initiated, in 
a singular haze of cigarette smoke that seemed more opaque than the fog rolling in. 
Or perhaps the fog was simply a lighter patch in the smoke. By the end of the night my 
nose couldn't tell the difference. In any case, the party soon began, and tiring of their ... 

Continued on Page 6 
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The Space Between 
Rachel Goad A '19 -----------• 

he space between here and your mouth 
·s surmountable, but I haven't yet got enough of your cheek 

so I'll linger here, not to procrastinate 
ut to round out the bounds of my satiation; 

nd with your jaw so inclined, 
'm reminded of your neck--

Indeed, I do decry the detour!--

So here I'll repose, at your knot 
f faltered words. 

'11 make my peregrination 
11 the way down 

arveling over every title on your shelves, 
·n awe of order-- of what's to be known, 

nd then permit myself to have your mouth. + 

Mr. Cat & Friends, Vol. 2 
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Notice Me, Senpai 
Hope Taglich A '21 _________ __, 

Oh, let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth! 
Some men make it talk; 
He'll make it sing 
God's praises. 
I beg to you, silently: 
"Notice me! Admittedly, 
I've got an A deficiency, 
But my T is boundless as the sea, 
And I'm quite tight all the places I should be." 
Let me bless you with the blessings 
I was given to give; let me 
Make you laugh and 
Coax the life from you. 
I say to you, "You remind me 
Of the Song of Songs, 
Creating cravings for your smell 
In my sheets; you remind me 
Of the sounds of love; 
You remind me of my Jeep."+ 

GeorgeWard A'18 
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People of SJC 
Virginia Deaver A '21 

At summer's end, as light falling through trees onto 
St. John's quad began to take on an amber hue, and the breeze 
blowing in from College Creek hinted at colder days to come, 
the appearance of sun-dappled book pages and occupied benches 
promised the appearance of new faces on the St. John's College 
campus. On August 23rd, as RAs hoisted countless boxes up 
dorm staircases, the one possession freshmen needed no help in 
carrying was their collective story. 

Juan Guillermo Casanello, a student of the SJC Class of 
2021, arrived on campus with background pouring from every 
suitcase. Casanello, who hails from Asuncion, Paraguay, came to 
St. John's out of a love for the social sciences and furthering his 
education. After graduating from high school in 2012, Casanello 
attended The Universidad Nacional de Asuncion (The National 
University of Asuncion) with a passion for studying law. "The 
educational system in Paraguay is bad," stated Casanello. "It's 
getting better, but it will take some time . . .I decided to look for 
other things, and I found St. John's." 

After being accepted to St. John's College, Casanello 
worked at Banco Atlas in order to afford collegiate and travel 
expenses. After nearly a month of being a "Johnnie," he has 
already discovered a great appreciation for how the college has 
expanded his original interests. 
"I played sports at a very competitive level, and I love the way 
St. John's approaches sports ... [intramurals are still] very com
petitive, but at the same time they're friendly and unique; I think 
that it's the best sports program in the country." 

In addition to Casanello's appreciation for sports, the 
Johnnie expresses great enthusiasm for the sciences and sharing 
the beauty of science and mathematics with others. Although 
he himself is more drawn to the social sciences, Casanello 
co-founded a non-governmental organization (NGO) known 
as TESLA in 2013, which sought to share science, technology, 
and math (STEM) fields with young students and incorporate 
the fields into everyday curriculum. "I co-founded the NGO 
to provide a better support to STEM education in rural areas," 
Casanello stated. "The children in those areas do not have ac
cess to STEM opportunities or scholarships. We [the founders 
of TESLA] wanted to help with what the education system of 
Paraguay wasn't providing to those students." 

After reading Johann Wolfgang von Goethe's "Meta
morphosis of Plants" for his freshman laboratory class, Casanel
lo found a great appreciation for Goethe's way of conveying the 
intricacy of life science in such apt terms. "I love the way people 
explain science in ways that aren't difficult to understand ... 
people like Richard Dawkins, Carl Sagan ... that kind of work 
is very important, and I discovered that Goethe did it too [with 
his poem The Metamorphosis of Plants] at the beginning of the 
book," stated Casanello. 

Having brought the sciences and hope for a brighter 
future to thousands of children from rural areas, Guillermo Casa
nello seemed to embody what it means to be a "Johnnie", based 
on his pursuit to share and appreciate the elements of life which 
are good, just, and fundamental. + 
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The Preist Called, the Continuation 
Gabriela Santana Taveras A'21 

And then, at the end, there was nothing but the dust that was 
lifted by the dry air. 
The Sun was blazing with all its might, 
and the churchgoers were wiping off the mix of tears and sweat 
accumulated on their faces. 
The priest smiled. 
His sermon had brought Hell closer to these people, 
But it was a good sign, the sign of God's work done, 
For only those who knew Hell could come to His loving arms. 
It was hot, and although his throat was dry, 
he drank his cup of Kenyan coffee. 
He had come from far, very far; 
The churchgoers could not quite picture Illinois, 
In their heads, it all sounded like miles and miles, 
Of wheat, Illinois. 

The priest was odd, 
He wore boots in the heat of the summer-
As if he was ready for a flood that was about to drown this arid 
town, 
Sweeping winds, and mighty rain, 
Oh, the whole island will surely drown, 
And his would be dry, in his warm leather boots
Under the blazing Sun. 

And after the sermon was all over, the last drop 
Of Kenyan, sweet, and earthy, coffee was drunk, 
The last song sung, 
The last amen mumbled in the churchgoers' dry lips, 
The priest came to me, 
And it was one of those occasions that you awkwardly and un
successfully 
Try to avoid, for it is hard to tell when one is quite ready to say 
goodbye, 
For it is hard to go out to the world, a world full of sin and hatred, 
For there is a reason why the churchgoers go to church, 
And leave their tithe. 

"You have to call them now," he answered to the unsaid, yet 
prevalent, question. 
"What about you?" I asked, 
But he stood up, he had guided me well, 
He sees wells where there is dry land, 
He has faith in the fallen; 
And I had already been called, 
So, the priest called, those who were to come, 
The priest called, yet I hope my dusty road will cross with his 
someday, 
The priest, 
Called.+ 
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Satetv Corner 
,eptember 1s N at10nal Preparedness Month. ln that vem, we rec
Dmmend you consider your own personal preparedness: 

lJ se text messages, social media, and email to connect with friends 
nd family during emergencies. 

Mobile networks can become overwhelmed during emergen
cies, making it difficult to place and receive phone calls. Text 
messages require less bandwidth, which means they are able 
to be transmitted more reliably during situations when many 
people are trying to use their mobile phones at the same time. 

Social media channels such as Facebook and Twitter can also 
be an effective way to update family and friends during emer
gencies, such as Facebook's Safety Check feature. 

Have an emergency charging option for your phone and other 
mobile devices. Smartphones have become a vital tool to re
ceive emergency alerts and warnings, so it's important to mak1 
sure you can keep them powered up in an emergency. Prior to 
severe weather, make sure that all of your electronic devices 
are fully charged. If the power goes out, preserve battery 
power by minimizing device use. Keep a backup power sourcf 
on hand to recharge your phone so that you can stay connectec 
even during an extended power outage. 

Change the settings on your phone to low power mode or plac 
it on airplane mode to conserve energy. 

Store important documents in a secure, password-protected 
jump drive or in the cloud. 

Back-up your computer to protect photos and other personally 
important electronic documents. 

Keep your contacts updated and synced across all of your 
channels, including phone, email, and social media. This will 
make it easy to reach out to the right people quickly to get 
information and supply updates. Consider creating a group list 
of your top contacts. 

Create a group chat via a texting app or a thread for fam
ily/friends/co-workers to communicate quickly during a 
disaster.+ 
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Shit 
Gabriela Santana Taveras A '21 

I did not jump. Jump, for there is nothing else that will 
stop the drilling in my head, the hands which want to reach and 
tear my eyes, what lays ahead. And I wonder why I can't. Jump. 
For there is no way to tum back. And there is no sky, laughter, 
writing, that will stop time. Time, it is all that I wish I had right 
now; to tum back, back home, back to that dreadful moment, 
the moment I was so happy about, the moment I regret the most. 
Dreams, dreams are called that way for a reason. And there is 
nothing to be done now. Jump. And the breeze pulls me back, 
pushing me away from the cliff. Now. And I look back, to that 
who I was. What is left for me. And I jump. For who I was, is 
what I will be, and what I am, is not what I will not be. And I 
feel pure happiness. A heart attack. For I finally decide who I 
am.+ 

Withered Good 
Anonymous 

I am the aged whore 
whose bruised breast bleeds no milk 
but claret metal. 

I am the orange 
from whom no more can be squeezed, 
but still is shredded. 

Let me watch as you breathe 
death into your lungs, 
but I do nothing. 

The world rapes, poisons, stabs, bums me 
as passersby see my distress, 
but I cannot be helped. 

Bored men, panthers and jackals, 
carelessly destroy me, 
but I am a withered good. + 
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Rose's Rager 2: 

The Return of the Rage Continued ... 
RosePelham A'20~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

cigarettes, the polity took a collective 
dance break. Yet, perhaps no more 
than fifteen minutes later, all were 
back outside again, if not smoking, 
then looking for someone to bum a 
cigarette off of. This set the pattern of 
the evening, forming a cycle between 
party and socializing, dancing and the 
respiratory equivalent of self-flagella
tion. 

In time, the dance breaks 
altogether ceased--a certain kind of 
extreme respiratory masochism being 
the order of the day--and everyone 
remained outside, forgetting the mu
sic, snacks, and generic grain alcohol 
they left behind. This was the true 
event, the reason why the polity came: 
to smoke alone is to consume but one 
cigarette at a time, yet to smoke in a 
group is to inhale many cigarettes at 
once, by proximity. It was even almost 
virtuously communistic, as the sheer 
quantity of second-hand nicotine 
in the air ensured that any person, 
regardless of tobacco access, could 
simply stand next to those who were 
puffing away, and--like Nikola Tesla's 
failed vision for a universal, wireless 
electricity supply--recharge their ad
diction from the air around them. 

I went inside as quickly as I 
could, making sure to take plenty of 
photos this time around. But then I 
was told that, on a dance floor illumi
nated by bright, rapidly flashing lights, 
the flash on my camera created too 
much of a strobe effect, and I would 
have to go outside. Granted, it was 
intense. So I moved off the dance floor 
to photograph the table of S.R.A:s and 
older students dedicated to serving of
age Johnnies from the singular vat of 
an amber, presumably alcoholic, fluid. 
There are, however, only so many 
photographs of a keg and its parental 
guardians that one can take in the 
same night, no matter how interesting 
it may be; consequently, I had to find 
other subjects. Thus it came about that 

I stalked around outside the official 
party, carrying my camera bag and 
purse with me, as there was no good 
place to leave them. 
By this point in the night most people 
were out in the cold, warming their 
insides with the fumes of pungent 
fires they kept lit on the ends of sticks 
held delicately in their jaws. Many of 
them thought I was taking portraits to 
share on Facebook. An equal num
ber were confused. But in the end I 
photographed them regardless. They 
just haven't paid me to get the images 
back yet. 

Somehow, I ended up sitting 
on a bench out in the cold, far away 
from the party, talking with a couple 
people about the inevitable end of 
heterosexuality. Not many realize it, 
but the days of the straight lifestyle are 
numbered. Soon, people will begin to 
realize that heterosexuality is a choice, 
and then they'll stop wanting to settle 
for, and get married to, some indi
vidual member of the opposite sex. 
Why would you want to do that, when 
you could be free to love anyone, or 
however many people, you desire; and 
be able to express yourself as any one, 
or multitude, of a theoretically infinite 
continuum of genders? As an ever
increasing number of people grasp the 
truth, fewer and fewer individuals will 
be left to fill the ranks of the once
dominant heterosexual class, until 
none will be left. I suspect that as of 
2050, we should see this vision of the 
future fulfilled. Our ranks are, after all, 
increasing dramatically, faster than the 
population as a whole grows, as the 
census would surely reveal, if only it 
surveyed us. 

Eventually, I grew too cold, 
and had to return inside. I was in 
the lobby, walking in the direction of 
the dance floor, when a public safety 
officer told me I could not bring my 
bag onto the floor with me, but had 
to leave it in the Conversation Room, 

would watch over it. Begrudgingly, 
I left it in the room, annoyed that 
the rule had not been declared until 
near the end of the party, and when 
any supervision seemed to be at an 
absolute minimum. Still, I went to the 
dance floor, and spent a half hour or 
so there. At some point in the night, 
Kendrick Lamar's "Humble' came on, 
but the rest was less memorable. Even 
then, it was leaps and bounds better 
than what it had been last year. Any
thing but the playlist from last year ... 

Tired, I walked back into the 
Conversation Room. My backpack 
was still there, but just barely. A stu
dent walked around the room, looking 
for the belongings of some friend of 
his, who had sent him to fetch them 
for her. After searching from item to 
item, and ruling each out in turn, he 
found my camera bag, and exclaimed, 
holding up the heavy pack, that he had 
found :vhat he was looking for. Having 
seen him move towards my belong
ings, I was already there, and so he did 
not walk off with them, but there were 
no S.R.A:s in sight. Even if there were 
any, how would they have known what 
belonged to whom? 

I found a core member at the 
piano, and together we set to music 
the opening of a poem about subway 
stations. That was the end of my night. 
Somehow, there seemed to be fewer 
gimps this time than there were last 
year, although in passing I had noted 
roughly the same number as there had 
been before. They didn't seem, some
how, to have the presence, the gravitas 
they had before, even if then it had 
been all show, and not even enough of 
that. They were yet more ruined, even 
as the party as a whole had progressed 
so far, to the point of being vestigial. 

• 
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ADDRESS TO THE POLITY 
Concerned students of St. John's College have written an open letter to express our opposition to the termination of the De

ferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program. Below is the content of the letter, which will be sent to elected officials who · 
represent St. John's College: Congressman John Sarbanes, Senator Ben Cardin, Senator Chris Van Hollen, and Maryland Attorney 
General Brian Frosh. The Delegate Council has unanimously voted to approve a resolution on this issue along with this letter. 

Signatures will be collected from September 18 - 22. Volunteers will be carrying signature sheets for you to sign, or you can 
sign online through this link: http://bit.ly/2h76qj0 

We, the students of St. John's College who have signed this open letter, oppose the termination of the Deferred Action for 
Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program. 

The termination ofDACA goes against our values. St. John's College is a unique educational institution, where we dedicate 
ourselves to studying the Great Books of Western civilization in a collaborative seminar setting. Our college welcomes students from 
all walks of life, and each student plays an integral role in our community of learning. We are a community that is open to all people 

P who wish to study the works of some of the world's greatest thinkers with us. 
In our course of study, we read works that grapple with the nature of justice, from ancient Greek texts to our country's 

founding documents and pivotal Supreme Court cases. With our inquiries into justice, we cannot be idle in the face of evident injus
tice towards the 800,000 DACA recipients whose fates are currently in limbo. These young people are no different than any other St. 
John's student. As children, they were brought to America as undocumented immigrants by no choice of their own. These Americans 
have spent a majority of their lives in our great country, yet they are unjustly subjected to potential deportation to an unfamiliar birth 
country. 

Last year, our college president Mark Roosevelt and former Annapolis campus president Christopher Nelson signed the 
"Statement in Support of the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) Program and our Undocumented Immigrant Students" 
along with almost 700 other higher education leaders. According to the statement, the continuation ofDACA is both a "moral impera
tive" and "national necessity." Members of our community continue to support our college leadership for doing what is morally right. 
We urge you to support legislative actions that will protect students affected by the termination of DACA. 

Sincerely, 

Concerned Students of St. John's College + 

Espafiol 
Gabriela Santana Taveras A '21 

Te he olvidado c6mo he olvidado 
Aquella misteriosa calle amarillenta 
de oscuras esquinas que rodeaba 
en la pacifica casa de mi abuela-donde, 
Sin electricidad, nos echamos en las sillas 
A echar cuentos hasta que los mosquitos 
Se esparcen, reproducen, y comian· de, 
nuestros muslos enrojecidos; 
Yes que, en verdad, te he olvidado c6mo he olvi
dado, espafiol. 

Y es que eres lengua de penurias, y calores, 
De afios que no terminan de pasar, 
De tierra seca que se convierte en plantaci6n, 
Lengua de esclavo como maestro, 
Amarga desde nacimiento, 
Y apasionada desde chiquita, 
Pero tambien eres viva, 

Viva como la firme toronja cortada de su arbol, 
Fluyendo en la lengua, su jugo, 
Gritando de exaltaci6n, como aquel pajaro despre
venido, 
Que te comi6 inocentemente sin saber de tu amar
gura, 
Porque ha olvidado como te he olvidado, espafiol. 

Yes que has envejecido, 
postrado en tu mecedora de caoba, 
Para verte a ti mismo podrir, 
Como la mierda, 
De la rabia ya note deja luchar 
cuando dicen "pancakes," o "sugar-free," 
Sentado en la amarillenta luz del pasado, 
Si, 
Te he olvidado c6mo he olvidado-

+ 


